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Features 
Functional 

 c Pre-built project and contract management 
electronic workflows 

 c Email notifications, web forms for reviewers & 
e-signature approvals

 c Customisable forms for sign off

 c Centralised document repository with links to 
system records for easy access 

 cWeb portal for supply chain submissions such 
as  progress payment claims

 c Program, project, and workflow tracking 
dashboards

 cMultiple data warehouse snapshots for 
strategic, analytical, and operational reporting 

Technical
 c Cloud-based SaaS solution with on-premise or 
hybrid option available

 c Out-of-the-box business process automation 
functionality with customisation options 

 c Client, web and mobile enabled

 c Integrations to ERP and Planning systems

 c Configured based on client data structures

 c Flexible scaling according to organisation size 
and requirements 

 c Integration expansion options 

Benefits
 c Organisation-wide standard review & approval 
workflows for core project, commercial & 
change management processes

 c Improved workflow efficiency

 c Toolset to support organisation change and 
embed governance requirements 

 c Record of decision and documentation to 
achieve audit compliance 

 c Quick and cost-effective deployment of an  
“as a service” solution 

 c Reduced commercial turnaround times for 
client & supply chain

 c Lowered burden on internal ICT infrastructure 
& resources 

 c Consistent & timely reporting on standard 
project metrics

 c Real-time capture & reporting on workflow 
progression

Integrated PPM Solution with ARES PRISM 
Managing projects, programs, and capital portfolios all share similar challenges, issues, 

and requirements. Regardless of their scope, location, and scale, they all require 

monitoring and controlling the use of money, time, and resources to achieve a unique 

outcome. Despite these commonalities, many organisations struggle with embedding 

a cohesive governance framework inclusive of plans, procedures, and standardised 

processes. Another challenge for many organisations is visualizing detailed system 

data in formats that engage senior management and support the decision-making 

process. 

ARES PRISM comes with all the fundamental tools and technical infrastructure required to 

support the effective management of projects, programs, and capital portfolios. Two key 

tools in the solution are PRISM Workflow and PRISM Dashboards in Power BI. 

PRISM Workflow
PRISM Workflow is a powerful yet easy-to-use business process automation tool. It comes 

with pre-built project management and commercial workflow processes that are PMBOK© 

and NEC4 compliant. PRISM Workflow combines customisable forms and electronic signature 

approval to enable your project team to quickly establish standardised electronic processes 

right out-of-the-box.  
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PRISM Workflow includes email notifications 

to reviewers, online forms for review, ability 

to attach documents and generate documents 

from systemised data. Routing of approvals is 

configured to business rules via secure groups 

and delegation of authority levels. Final approvals 

are completed via e-signature with signed 

documents stored in a central repository with 

links to relevant system records.

Key features of the  
ready-to-use forms:  

 c Email Notifications 

 cMobile App 

 c Drop-down Selections from System Data

 c Generate Pre-Filled Contracts 

 c Location Maps 

 c QR Codes 

 c Create, Merge, & Attach Documents 

 cWildcard Searches 

 c Capture Notes & Comments

 c Parallel Reviews 

 c Approval by Electronic Signature

PRISM Workflow supports an organisation’s digital transformation by directly engaging the 

project team into the project management tool, while eliminating time-consuming, paper-

based processes. Furthermore, the ingrained, pre-built processes ensure a rapid deployment 

aligned with industry best practices.

PRISM Power BI Dashboards
Using ARES PRISM’s data warehouse, PRISM Dashboard provides pre-built dashboards 

leveraging the Power BI platform. The solution can be configured to schedule multiple 

snapshots of data for different reporting purposes. PRISM Dashboard offers views that 

range from high-level, program-wide reports down to more detailed project and contract 

reporting. The ready-to-use reports cover elements such as cost, budget changes, trends, 

contract management, early warning notices, compensation events (contract variations), 

payment claims, and workflow tracking. 

• Program-level reports: provide easy access to important metrics, 

offering senior management a quick view to understanding the status 

of the program and its key drivers for variance. The loaded reports 

come with the ability to drill down into the underlying data structures 

to perform user-driven analysis and give deeper clarity into the reasons 

for project changes and drivers for estimate-at-completion variance. 

• Project-level reports: provide project managers, commercial teams 

and controls teams with specific information on key performance 

metrics. The reports are built from the project practitioner 

perspective, focusing on exception and variance reporting 

giving the project team easy access to status and issues.

• Workflow report: provides the ability to track progress of workflow reviews 

and approvals which greatly improves transparency and increases efficiency. 

Users can quickly identify where a workflow is in its journey and take any 

necessary action to resolve bottlenecks in the review and approval process. 


